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Comments of the National Association of Broadcasters
on the Fourth Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
and Declaratory Order
The National Association of Broadcasters (“NAB”)1 submits these Comments on
the above-referenced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“Notice”).2 The Notice raises
two issues: (1) whether to extend the requirement that all must-carry signals carried on
cable systems be “viewable” on all receivers connected to the system or authorized to
be connected by a cable operator (the “Viewability Rule”), and (2) whether to extend the
waiver for small cable systems of the requirement that local broadcast signals
transmitted in High Definition (“HD”) be carried in HD.
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NAB supports the extension of the Viewability Rule for an additional three-year
period, and agrees that the HD carriage rule should continue to be waived for smaller
cable systems that are incapable of transmitting a signal in HD.
I.

Background

The Commission concluded in 2001 that, after the transition to digital television,
the signals of digital television stations would have to be delivered to subscribers by
cable systems in their native digital format.3 In 2007, the Commission – recognizing
that many cable subscribers would continue to use analog receivers following the digital
transition – proposed rules for carriage of must carry signals following the transition.4
The Commission first pointed out that, “[p]ursuant to Sections 614 and 615 of the Act,
cable operators must ensure that all cable subscribers have the ability to view all local
broadcast stations carried pursuant to mandatory carriage.” 5 Reviewing its prior
decisions implementing the must-carry provisions of the Act, the Commission
concluded, “[i]n other words, the signal must be „viewable‟ on all television sets
connected to the cable provider‟s system.”6
To implement that statutory mandate, the Commission proposed that cable
operators be given a choice – hybrid cable systems (ones that provide both analog and
digital service) would have to carry a local broadcast signal in both digital and analog
formats; all-digital cable systems would only need to carry a local broadcast signal in a
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digital format, so long as subscribers with analog receivers have the equipment needed
to view the broadcast signals.7 After considering comments, the Commission adopted
its proposed rules, with a commitment to reexamine them after three years.8 A group of
cable networks sought review of the Viewability Order, but their case was dismissed
after the court found that they had not demonstrated that they were harmed by the
Commission‟s decision.9
II.

The Commission Should Retain the Viewability Rule

The Commission now proposes to extend the Viewability Rule for another threeyear period. NAB strongly supports the Commission‟s proposal. First, the rule has
functioned exactly as the Commission anticipated – subscribers of cable systems and
other multiple channel video programming distributors (“MVPDs”) have been able to
view local broadcast television signals whether they view television on a new digital
receiver or an older analog receiver. That fulfilled Congress‟ mandate in Section
614(b)(7) of the Act, 47 USC § 534(b)(7), that “[s]ignals carried in fulfillment of the
requirements of this section shall be provided to every subscriber of a cable system,”
and that those signals “shall be viewable via cable on all television receivers of a
subscriber.” (emphasis added)
In the proceeding leading up to the adoption of the Viewability Order, no one
suggested a different rule that would have ensured that all must carry signals could be
seen on all connected television receivers. In the five years since the Viewability Rule
7
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was adopted, there have been no complaints by local broadcast stations or requests for
waivers by cable operators,10 and to NAB‟s knowledge, no one has suggested any
better alternative that would achieve Congress‟ directive.
As the Commission recognizes, the requirement that all must carry signals be
viewable is one imposed by statute, and that statutory command would remain in effect
whether or not the Viewability Rule is extended.11 Extending the Rule would benefit all
parties by providing a safe harbor for cable systems and MVPDs. The Viewability Rule
thus minimizes the number of potential disputes between must carry stations and
distributors, achieves Congress‟ objective of ensuring that must carry stations are
available to every television viewer in a market, and reduces the burdens on both
regulatees and the Commission that a complaint-driven process would create.
As the Notice acknowledges, millions of cable subscribers continue to use analog
television sets. Thirty-one percent of all TV households do not have even one digital
television and rely exclusively on analog receivers.12 Cable industry data show that
over twenty percent of all cable subscribers receive only analog service.13 The
Commission notes that the bulk of subscribers receiving digital cable are served by
hybrid systems in which only some channels are delivered in digital, and that even cable
households that have one or more digital receivers often still have analog receivers.14
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Thus, there can be no doubt that the need to ensure subscribers‟ access to local
broadcast signals remains and affects millions of cable subscribers.
Retaining the Viewability Rule also will not burden cable operators or
programmers. In dismissing cable programmers‟ appeal of the Viewability Order, the
Court of Appeals recognized that “cable operators have publically stated through their
association that they will, in any event, voluntarily do what the Viewability Order
requires.”15 There is no reason to believe that this commitment by cable operators to
ensure that subscribers with analog receivers continue to have access to local
broadcast signals will not continue. Further, as the Commission notes, the expense
required of cable operators to obtain equipment needed to convert digital broadcast
signals to analog has “already been incurred by now and would not impose an
additional cost.”16
Moreover, the option for cable operators of upgrading their systems to all-digital
operations and thereby eliminating the obligation to carry local broadcast signals in
analog format would remain in place. NAB believes that the incentives for cable
systems to move to all-digital – increased capacity for programming and other services,
reduced costs for service visits for changes that could be implemented remotely in an
all-digital environment, and reductions in the number of set-top box models that have to
be supported – will continue to mean that hybrid and analog cable systems will be
rebuilt for all-digital transmission. As cable systems convert, whatever burden the
Viewability Rule might have imposed will disappear. Until that occurs, the Rule should
15
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remain in place. Its burden, like must carry itself, is “congruent to the benefits it
affords.”17
NAB, therefore, supports extension of the Viewability Rule. Without it, many
cable subscribers may not be able to actually view the signals of must carry television
stations, contrary to Congress‟ express intent. At some point, when cable systems have
all converted to digital operation, the need for the Viewability Rule may disappear. It
would be appropriate for the Commission to reexamine that question periodically, and
NAB accordingly supports a three-year extension.
III.

HD Carriage Exemption

As discussed above, the Commission made clear – long before the digital
transition – the post-transition digital television signals would be entitled to carriage in
their native digital formats and, if broadcast in HD, carried without degradation.18 As the
digital transition approached, systems with limited capacity or fewer subscribers
complained that the requirement to carry local broadcast signals in HD would create a
substantial financial burden. To avoid imposing costs that could result in a complete
loss of cable service, the Commission granted a three-year waiver of the HD carriage
requirement for systems with under 552 MHz capacity or with 2,500 or fewer
subscribers that are not affiliated with a large cable multiple system owner (“MSO”).19
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As the Commission explains, the intent of this waiver was to give small cable systems
time in which to upgrade.20 Data cited by the Commission, however, indicates that a
substantial number of smaller cable systems continue to lack HD-transmission
capability.21
The Commission concluded in 2008 that, balancing the benefits to the public of
receiving television signals in HD – one of the key benefits of the digital transition –
against the risk that an HD carriage requirement would result in many small cable
operators having to reduce service or shut down, the public interest supported granting
a limited waiver. The Notice asks for more detailed information concerning the burdens
that elimination of the waiver would create.22 If the information submitted to the
Commission confirms that a large number of small cable systems continue to be unable
to carry any HD signals, NAB would not object to another three-year waiver of the HD
carriage requirement for such systems.
The Commission also asks whether the exemption should be revised so that
cable systems “would be required to carry all local broadcast signals in HD if they
provide any HD service.”23 NAB supports this proposed revision to the waiver policy. If
a small cable system has the capability of transmitting one or more signals in HD, it
should no longer be entitled to a waiver of the statutory mandate to transmit local
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broadcast signals without degradation, particularly where the requirement that digital
signals would be carried in their native format was established 11 years ago. Moreover,
Section 614(b)(4)(A) of the Act, 47 USC § 534(b)(4)(A), provides that “the quality of
signal processing and carriage provided by a cable system for the carriage of local
commercial television stations will be no less than that provided by the system for the
carriage of any other type of signal.” Congress intended by this provision to make sure
that cable systems did not provide technically advantageous carriage to favored signals,
and provide lower quality carriage to others, particularly local television signals. This
provision directly applies to HD carriage, and the Commission should make clear that,
even for a small cable system, if it upgrades to carry some signals in HD, it must then
also carry local digital television signals in the same way.
IV.

Conclusion

The Viewability Rule has worked well to minimize the disruption of the digital
transition to cable subscribers with analog receivers. Since there remain millions of
analog receivers served by cable systems, the Commission should extend the
Viewability Rule to ensure compliance with the Communications Act‟s command that
must carry signals be provided to and viewable by all subscribers to a cable system.
NAB also agrees that the Commission should extend the waiver of the HD carriage
requirement for small systems, but should clarify that the waiver will not apply if a
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system carries any signal in HD.
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